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1. Introduction
The traffic volume of the data transmission is increasing each year with the explosive
growth of the Internet. The networking technologies supporting the data transmission are
optical fiber transmission technologies. In the physical layer, the networks are classified into
three networks, the long-haul network that connects city to city, the metropolitan area
network that connects the central station in the city to the neighboring base station, and the
access network that connects the base station to the home. In order to adapt to the increase
of the data transmission, we need to achieve high-speed transmission and increase the
capacity of transmission in each network.
In the access network, many kinds of passive optical networks (PON) are studied to offer a
high-speed access to the Internet at low cost. In the metropolitan area network, we
contemplate the update of the network structure from the conventional peer-to-peer
transmission to the ring or mesh structure for the high-capacity and highly reliable networks.
In the long-haul network, the study on multilevel modulation such as the differential
quadrature phase shift keying (DQPSK) is a recent popular topic for the high-capacity
transmission because the multilevel modulation utilizing the phase information offers highspeed transmission without increasing the symbol rate. Other modulation and multiplexing
technologies are also studied for the high-capacity networks. The orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) is one of the wavelength division multiplexing methods and
achieves high spectral efficiency by the use of orthogonal carrier frequencies. The optical
code division multiple access (OCDMA) is a multiplexing technique in the code domain.
These techniques are developed in the wireless communication and modified for the optical
transmission technologies in these days.
In the long-haul and the metropolitan area networks whose transmission distance is over 10
km in 40 Gb/s, chromatic dispersion (CD) is one of the main factors which limits the
transmission speed and the advances of the network structure. The CD is a physical
phenomenon that the group velocity of light in the fiber depends on its wavelength
(Agrawal, 2002). The CD causes the degradation of the transmission quality as the optical
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signals having a spectral range are distorted by the difference of the transmission speed in
the wavelength domain. The effect of dispersion increases at a rate proportional to the
square of the bit-rate.
In the high-speed optical transmission over 40 Gb/s, we have to compensate for the CD
variation caused by the change of strain and temperature adaptively in addition to the
conventional static CD compensation because the dispersion tolerance is very small in such
a high-speed transmission. Also, in metropolitan area networks employing reconfigurable
networking technology such as the mesh or ring network, the transmission route changes
adaptively depending on the state of traffic and the network failure. As the CD value
depends on the length of the transmission fiber, we have to compensate for the relatively
large CD variation caused by the change of the transmission distance.
With the aforementioned background, many researches and demonstrations have been
conducted in the field of the adaptive CD compensation since around 2000 (Ooi et al., 2002;
Yagi et al., 2004). The adaptive compensations are classified into two major groups, the
optical compensations and the electrical compensations. In the electrical compensation, we
utilize the waveform equalizer such as the decision feedback equalizer (DFE), the feed
forward equalizer (FFE) or the maximum likelihood sequence equalizer (MLSE) after
detection (Katz et al., 2006). These equalizers are effective for the adaptive CD compensation
because they act as a waveform reshaping. The compensation based on DEF and FFE has
advantages that the equalization circuit is compact and implemented at low cost. However,
the compensation range is limited because the phase information of the received signal is
lost by the direct detection. The MLSE scheme is very effective in 10 Gb/s transmission.
However it is difficult to upgrade high bit-rate over 40 Gb/s because the scheme requires
high-speed A/D converter in implementation.
In the optical domain, the adaptive CD compensation is achieved by the iterative feedback
control of a tunable CD compensator with a real-time CD monitoring method as shown in
Fig. 1. Many types of tunable CD compensators are researched and developed recently. The
tunable CD compensator is implemented by the devices generating arbitral CD value. Also,
many kinds of CD monitoring methods are studied and demonstrated for the feedback
control of tunable CD compensators. While the compensation devices and the dispersion
monitoring methods are studied with keen interest, the adaptive control algorithm, how to
control the tunable CD compensator efficiently, has not been fully studied yet in the optical
domain CD compensation. When the tunable CD compensator is controlled iteratively for
the adaptive CD compensation, the control algorithm affects the speed of the compensation
to a great degree as well as the response time of the compensation devices and the
monitorings. Although the simple hill-climbing method and the Newton method are
employed as a control algorithm in many researches and demonstrations, these algorithms
are not always the best control algorithm for the adaptive CD compensation.

Tunable CD
compensator

Real-time CD
monitoring

Feedback control (search control algorithm)
Fig. 1. Adaptive CD compensation in the receiver.
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In this chapter, we report the adaptive CD compensation employing adaptive control
technique in optical fiber communications. We propose a high-speed and low cost adaptive
control algorithm based on the steepest descent method (SDM) for feedback control of the
tunable CD compensator. The steepest descent approach has an ability to decrease the
iteration number for the convergence. We conducted transmission simulations for the
evaluation of the proposed adaptive control technique, and the simulation results show that
the proposed technique achieves high-speed compensation of the CD variation caused by
the change of the transmission distance in 40 Gb/s transmission.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. In Section 2, we explain the fundamentals of
CD and adaptive CD compensation in optical fiber communications for the background
knowledge of this research. Then we propose the adaptive control technique based on the
SDM for adaptive CD compensation in Section 3. In Section 4, we show the demonstrations
and performance analysis of the proposed technique in 40 Gb/s transmission by simulations.
Finally, we summarize and conclude this paper in Section 5.

2. Chromatic Dispersion in Optical Fiber Communications
2.1 Fundamental of chromatic dispersion
The group velocity of the light depends on its wavelength when the light is propagating in
mediums. This phenomenon is called CD or group velocity dispersion (GVD). In optical
communications utilizing the optical fiber as a transmission medium, the optical pulse is
affected by the CD as the propagation time depends on the constituent wavelength of the
optical pulse as shown in Fig. 2. The CD has two contributions, material dispersion and
waveguide dispersion in a single mode fiber (SMF). The material dispersion is attributed to
the characteristics of silica that the refractive index changes with the optical wavelength. The
waveguide dispersion is caused by the structure of optical fiber, the core radius and the
index difference.
Considering optical propagation in the fiber, the propagation constant β is a function of the
angular frequency ω and expanded by Taylor expansion as follows.

β (ω ) = β 0 + β1 (ω − ω0 ) +

1
1
β 2 (ω − ω0 ) 2 + β 3 (ω − ω0 )3 + L
2
6

(1)

Here, ω0 is a center angular frequency, and β0, β1, β2, and β3 are Taylor’s coefficients. The
time required for the propagation of unit length τ is obtained by differentiating partially the
propagation constant β as follows.

τ (ω ) = β1 + β 2 (ω − ω0 ) +

1
β 3 (ω − ω0 ) 2 + L
2

(2)

It is confirmed from (2) that the required time is angular frequency dependent; the
propagation time of optical pulse depends on the wavelength in optical communications.
The coefficients β2 and β3 are first-order and second-order constants indicating the degree of
the angular frequency dependence, respectively. Assuming that the second-order CD is
negligible, the CD parameter is defined as
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of chromatic dispersion.

D=

2πc
dτ
= − 2 β2
dλ
λ

(3)

where c is the speed of light. The unit of the CD parameter is ps/nm/km.
In SMF, the CD parameter is zero at around 1300 nm and about 20 ps/nm/km at the typical
wavelength used for optical communications, around 1550 nm. We have many
characteristics of optical fibers such as dispersion shifted fiber (DSF) whose CD parameter is
zero at around 1550 nm for the reduction of CD effect in optical fiber communications, and
dispersion compensating fibers (DCF) whose CD parameter is minus value for the purpose
of static CD compensation.
In optical fiber communications, the optical pulse is affected by the CD as it has relatively
wide spectral range corresponding to the bit-rate. Assuming that the optical pulse is a
Gaussian waveform for the simplicity, the waveform in time-domain is expressed as

⎛ T2 ⎞
⎟
U (0, T ) = exp⎜⎜ −
2 ⎟
⎝ 2T0 ⎠

(4)

where T0 is a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the pulse. When the pulse is
transmitted for arbitral distance z, the waveform is affected by the CD and distorted as

U ( z, T ) =
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⎟
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(5)
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Fig. 3. Optical pulses affected by chromatic dispersion.
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Fig. 4. Interference of neighboring pulses in optical communication.
where we neglect the second-order CD for simplicity as the first-order CD is dominant.
Figure 3 shows the waveforms of optical pulse when we change the product of β2 and z
under the condition that T0=100 ps. The larger the product of β2 and z is, the wider the
FWHM of the transmitted waveform is; the effect of CD is larger in the case that the
transmission distance is longer and the CD parameter is larger. If the FWHM of the optical
pulse gets wider, the possibility of the inter symbol interference (ISI) is higher as shown in
Fig. 4. As the ISI causes code error in optical communications, the transmission distance is
limited by the CD. Also, the maximum transmission distance is reduced according to the bit
rate of the transmission B because the FWHM of the optical pulse T0 is decreased when the
bit rate increases. We can also understand it from the fact that the spectral width is wide in
short optical pulse. The effect of CD on the bit rate B can be estimated and the CD tolerance
DT, the limitation of CD that the quality of the transmission is assured, is expressed as
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DT <

1
BzΔλ

(6)

where Δλ is the range of wavelength in the optical pulse. The CD tolerance is inversely
proportional to the bit rate and the transmission distance and the wavelength range of the
input pulse.
2.2 Adaptive chromatic dispersion compensation
As mentioned in Section 1, the adaptive CD compensation is an essential technology for
high-speed optical fiber communications as the CD tolerance is very small in the systems
whose transmission speed is over 40 Gb/s. Many researches have been conducted for the
adaptive CD compensation in optical communications. The principle of the CD
compensation is very simple as shown in Fig. 5. We can achieve the CD compensation by
placing a transmission medium which has the inverse CD value of the transmission fiber in
the transmission line. The adaptive CD compensation is achieved by changing the
compensating CD value adaptively according to the CD in the transmission fiber. The
conventional setup of the adaptive CD compensation is shown in Fig. 1; the tunable CD
compensator is feedback controlled with the real-time CD monitoring. In this section,
tunable CD compensators and CD monitoring techniques are briefly introduced for the
background information of the adaptive control algorithm to be proposed.
We have many types of tunable CD compensators for the adaptive compensation. They are
basically implemented by the dispersive medium with the function of tunability, for
example, chirped fiber Bragg grating (CFBG) with heater elements (Matsumoto et al., 2001;
Eggleton et al., 2000), micro-electro mechanical system (MEMS) (Sano et al., 2003), ring
resonator (Takahashi et al., 2006), and so on. We adopt a virtually imaged phased array
(VIPA) compensator in the following research. The VIPA compensator is a tunable CD
compensator, which is consisted of the combination of a VIPA plate and a three dimensional
adjustable surface mirror (Shirasaki, 1997; OOi et al., 2002). The VIPA plate operates as a
grating, and the specific spectral components of light is reflected by the mirror to induce CD.
group delay
τ

group delay
τ
λ
wavelength

group delay of
opticalfiber
group delay
τ

λ
wavelength
group delay of
com pensator

λ
wavelength
group delay after com pensation

Fig. 5. Principle of chromatic dispersion compensation.
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Response
time

Clock power level
monitoring
method
Clock phase
detection method
Eye-diagram

Cost

Relationship
between
transmission
quality
and
monitoring signal

Monitoring
range

Good

Good

Fair

Good

Good

Fair

Good

Poor

Good

Fair

Excellent

Good

BER
Fair
Poor
Excellent
Good
Table 1. Performances of feedback signals in adaptive CD compensation
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Pilot
signal

Not
required
Not
required
Not
required
Required

We can generate arbitral CD value as the change of the geometry of the three dimensional
mirror. In the VIPA compensator, wide compensation range, ±1800 ps/nm in 10 and 40
Gb/s, is achieved by the appropriate design of the three dimensional mirror.
Also, many kinds of CD monitoring methods are studied and demonstrated for the feedback
control of the tunable CD compensators. The typical monitoring signals are bit error rate
(BER), eye-diagram, clock power level (Sano et al., 2001), and phase difference of clock
signals (Qian et al., 2002). We show the performance comparison of the feedback signals for
adaptive control of the tunable CD compensator in Table 1. The requirement of pilot signal
is the disadvantage for the BER as the monitoring signal. If we consider each characteristic
of the feedback signal, the extracted-clock power level or the eye-diagram is better for the
feedback signal in adaptive CD compensation. We adopt the eye-opening value obtained
from the eye-diagram as the feedback signal in the adaptive control method to be proposed.

3. High-Speed Adaptive Control Method Based on Steepest Descent Method
In this section, we propose a method of high-speed adaptive control of tunable CD
compensator for adaptive CD compensation. We apply the steepest descent method to the
adaptive control algorithm in order to reduce the compensation time. The approximation of
partial derivative for the steepest descent approach is proposed and applied to the control of
the VIPA compensator.
3.1 Steepest descent-based control algorithm for adaptive chromatic dispersion
compensation
The adaptive control system must be low cost, high-speed, and applicable to wide
dispersion ranges for the adaptive CD compensation in optical communications. Most
control systems require high-cost measuring instruments for the CD monitoring. We
therefore propose the feedback control method that does not require high-cost CD
monitoring. In our proposal, the feedback signal is a received waveform in the time domain.
The tunable CD compensator is controlled repeatedly to reshape the waveform. The
measurement of the waveform is relatively easy and uninfluential in the transmission
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conditions such as pilot-signal requirements. Conventional feedback control is based on the
hill-climbing method, which requires a lot of time for optimization. We have therefore
applied the steepest descent method to the feedback control for high-speed compensation.
Figure 6 shows an optical dynamic routing network with the adaptive CD compensation.
Transmitted signals are passed through a route that is chosen arbitrarily among optical
paths, being affected by the CD. In the receiver part, the degraded signals are fed into the
tunable CD compensator and the dispersion is compensated. The adaptive dispersion
compensation is achieved by the combination of a tunable CD compensator and a controller.
The compensated signals are received by a photodiode and demodulated.

Transmitter
Laser

All-Optical Routing Network

Receiver

Tunable dispersion
EDFA
Photo diode
compensator

Modulator
OXC

OXC

OXC

OXC

OXC

OXC

control signal

OXC

OXC

Controller
fref

fout
Amplifier

OXC

fout :Received signal
fref :Memorized reference signal

Demodulator

(received signal without dispersion)
OXC: Optical cross connect
Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of all-optical dynamic routing network with the adaptive
dispersion compensation technique.

Received signal: fout

Pout

Controller
Memorized reference signal: fref
Pout

Pref
Pref

Calculate error value
Cauculate partial derivative of error value
Update control parameters by steepest
descent method
Fig. 7. Procedure of proposed steepest-descent-based control.
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The tunable compensator is controlled by our proposed adaptive control method based on
the steepest descent method. The proposed procedure of the controller is shown in Fig. 7,
where Pout and Pref are the eye-opening values (normalized as Pref = 1) of the received and
reference signals, fout and fref respectively. In this method, we measure and register the
reference signal, fref which is a received signal unaffected by the CD. The reference signal is
determined from the characteristics of the transmitter-receiver set. Therefore, we can copy
the reference signal to other receivers after it has been measured once.
The first step is a calculation of an error value: Er. The error value is defined as the
difference between the eye-opening values, Pout and Pref.

Er =

1
( Pref − Pout ) 2
2

(7)

The next step is a calculation of partial derivatives of Er in terms of the control parameters,
xi (i=1,2,…, n), for the update based on the steepest descent method.

(

)

∂Pout
∂Er
= Pout − Pref
∂xi
∂xi

(8)

We need to measure small changes in Pout when xi changes slightly in order to get the
accurate partial derivatives of Pout with respect to xi. However, this is unrealistic as it takes a
lot of time for the measurement and our goal is to achieve quick CD compensation.
Therefore, we approximate the partial derivatives of Pout with respect to xi. The
approximation is to be mentioned at the next subsection.
In the final step, the control parameters are update as

xi ⇒ xi − ε

∂Er
∂xi

(9)

where ε is an appropriate constant concerning the speed and accuracy of the convergence.
We repeat this procedure until the transmission quality becomes optimal. The required
number of update iterations is fewer than that of the normal feedback control based on the
hill-climbing method due to the steepest descent approach. In practical all-optical dynamic
routing networks, the procedure is repeated all the time as the transmission route changes at
frequent intervals.
3.2 Approximation of partial derivatives for steepest descent approach
To approximate the partial derivatives of Pout with respect to xi, we need to know the change
in one-bit waveforms of the received signal, wout(t), caused by the change in xi. When we
assume that the waveform of the transmitted signal is a Gaussian-like pulse (the peak level
is unity) just like in the approximation in return-to-zero transmissions and that the
transmission is affected only by the CD, the waveform, wout(t) is calculated analytically in
terms of the CD values of the transmission fiber, Dfiber ps/nm and TDC, DTDC ps/nm, as
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⎛ v peak 2 t 2
wout (t ) = v peak exp⎜ −
2
⎜ T
⎝ FWHM

v 2peak =

TFWHM

TFWHM

2

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(10)

2

⎞
⎛ λ2
λ2
D fiber +
DTDC ⎟⎟
+ ⎜⎜
2πc
⎠
⎝ 2πc

(11)

2

where TFWHM is the FWHM of the transmitted signal, λ is the center wavelength , t is time,
and c is the speed of light. The partial derivative of wout(t) with respect to xi is calculated
from (10) and (11).
2
2
2
⎞
⎛ 2
⎛ 2
v peak
∂wout (t )
2 ⎜ 2t v peak
⎟ exp⎜ − t v peak
v
1
1
=±
−
−
peak
2
2
2
⎟
⎜ T
⎜ T
∂xi
TFWHM
⎠
⎝ FWHM
⎝ FWHM

⎞ λ2 ∂D
TDC
⎟⋅
⎟ 2πc ∂xi
⎠

(12)

Equation (10) shows that the value vpeak is the peak level of wout(t). We can measure it in a
practical system. Therefore, (12) shows that we can obtain the approximated partial
derivative of wout(t) with respect to xi because TFWHM and λ are known parameters. We obtain
the partial derivative of the peak value in wout(t) by substituting 0 for t.

∂v peak
v peak
∂wout (t )
λ2 ∂DTDC
2
1
=±
−
v
⋅
=
peak
2
2πc ∂xi
∂xi
∂xi t =0
TFWHM
2

(13)

The value of vpeak corresponds to the eye-opening value in nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ)
transmission approximately. Therefore, the partial derivative of Pout with respect to xi is
approximated as follows.

∂Pout
P
λ2 ∂DTDC
2
= ± out 2 1 − Pout ⋅
∂xi
2πc ∂xi
TFWHM
2

(14)

3.3 Detailed control algorithm for VIPA compensator
In the simulations described in the next section, we employ a VIPA compensator as the
tunable CD compensator. The VIPA compensator has a single control parameter, i.e. CD S
ps/nm. The detailed control procedure of the VIPA compensator is as follows. In general,
we can apply the proposed method to any kind of tunable CD compensators.
(i) Initialize the parameter of the VIPA compensator: S ps/nm

S = 0 ps/nm
(ii) Calculate the error value: Er
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The error value, Er, is derived from (7).
If Pout is zero, we go to (iii), otherwise to (iv).
(iii) Update S by the hill-climbing method

S ⇒ S − ΔS

(16)

where ΔS ps/nm is an appropriate small constant. We then go on to (v).
(iv) Update S by the steepest descent method
We calculate the partial derivative of Er from (8) and (14).
The partial derivative of Pout with respect to S is approximated as

P
∂Pout
λ2
2
= ± out 2 1 − Pout ⋅
2πc
∂S
TFWHM
2

(17)

The parameter S is updated as

S ⇒ S −ε

∂Er
∂S

(18)

where ε is an appropriate constant. We then go to (v).
(v) Judge the error value: Er
We calculate Er again by using (7). If Er increases or becomes small enough, the
procedure stops. Otherwise, we go back to (ii) and repeat the same process.
However, in practical all-optical dynamic routing networks, the compensation
process is repeated all the time as the dispersion value changes frequently.

4. Transmission Simulations at 40 Gb/s
4.1 Simulation results in NRZ-OOK transmission at 40 Gb/s
Numerical transmission simulations using OptiSystem were conducted to verify the
application of the proposed technique to 40 Gb/s optical fiber transmission system. In the
proposed control method, we have to set the constants for search, ε and ΔS, appropriately.
They were adjusted for the 40 Gb/s transmission and set at 3×105 and 30, respectively. The
output power of a distributed feedback laser diode (DFB-LD) at the transmitter was 0 dBm.
We supposed that the modulation format were NRZ-OOK. The central wavelength of the
transmitted signal was 1550 nm. The transmission path was a non-zero dispersion shifted
fiber (NZ-DSF). We assumed that CD, polarization mode dispersion (PMD), self-phase
modulation (SPM), and other nonlinearity affect the transmitted signal. The power loss was
amplified to 0 dBm by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) after both of the fiber
transmission and the dispersion compensation by the VIPA compensator. The EDFA, the
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Fig. 8. BERs at every update of the compensator (a) 0å20km, (b) 20å25km.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 9. Eye-diagrams at every update of the compensator (a) 0å20km, (b) 20å25km.
receiver, and other optical components were assumed to have moderate levels of noise.
Transmission simulation results are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. In these simulations, the
initial value of S was set at 0. Fig. 8 shows the BERs at every update of the VIPA
compensator when the transmission distance changes (a) from 0 to 20 km (dispersion: 0 å
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100 ps/nm) and (b) from 20 to 25 km (dispersion: 100 å 125 ps/nm). The compensation
improved the BER (a) from 1.0×100 to 1.0×10-15 and (b) from 7.41×10-3 to 1.0×10-15,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 9, the eye-diagrams measured by a sampling oscilloscope
were found reshaped. These results show that the CD compensation with the proposed
control method improve the transmission quality.
The update iteration number to achieve a sufficiently low BER (<10-9) were four and two,
respectively in these two cases. A single calculation of the next dispersion value requires less
than 10 ms. The response time of the VIPA compensator is 2 ms for every 1 ps/nm
compensation. Therefore, the time required for ±400 ps/nm CD compensation is about 1 s,
which is determined practically by the response time of the VIPA compensator. This
technique achieves a high-speed adaptive control of a tunable CD compensator in 40 Gb/s
transmission since the update iteration number is small and the calculation time with the
proposed approximation is short enough. The proposed technique is more effective if the
response time of the tunable CD compensator is faster as the required iteration number is
decreased by our proposed adaptive control technique based on the steepest descent
method.
4.2 Compensation range and required iteration number
Figure 10 shows the compensation range of the proposed method at 40 Gb/s. We measured
BERs before and after compensation when the CD value changed from 0 ps/nm to arbitrary
value. The compensation range in which the BER after compensation is less than 10-9 is
about from −450 to 450 ps/nm, corresponding to a NZ-DSF path-length change of about ±90
km. This range is wide enough for compensating the change of CD caused by dynamic
routing. In this wide compensation range, the iteration number required for error free
transmission (BER<10-9) is less than 15. The fast adaptive CD compensation is also achieved
by the proposed adaptive control technique as the required iteration number is small.
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Fig. 10. Compensation range of the proposed method at 40 Gb/s.
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5. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed high-speed adaptive CD compensation with the adaptive
control method based on the steepest descent method and reported the performances
evaluated by numerical simulations.
The simulation results show that the proposed control method based on the steepest descent
method controls the tunable CD compensator quickly and effectively for a wide dispersion
range in 40 Gb/s transmission. The range is up to ±450 ps/nm, and the required
compensation time is about 1 s for the CD variation within ±400 ps/nm at 40 Gb/s. These
achievements are valuable for the future optical networks employing dynamic routing
technique.
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